Pride means more

Video Transcript

Audio description: An inspirational, peaceful song is playing.

Visual description: The video begins with a gray-scale version of the Accenture Pride flag. Color starts to spread across the image, and it transforms into a mosaic collage with pictures of art created by Accenture people from around the world.

The following text appears on screen: This year we removed the color from our Pride flag to pause and reflect on the meaning of Pride and as a call to commit to equality for all. Our people shared art to bring it back.

Visual description: Images of art begin to appear on screen and quickly transition to show a myriad of creations. The art includes a painting of a boat floating in a red and orange sea, to drag, photography, digital creations and more - highlighting an abundance of creativity and diverse expressions of Pride.

The following text appears on screen: Because today and every day, Pride means more.

Visual description: The video transitions to the colorful Accenture Pride flag - featuring red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, light blue, light pink, white, brown and black. The flag then changes into the Accenture Greater Than logo.
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